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any problems.Meet An Old Insect-Eating Spider This is an archived article and the information in the article may be outdated. Please look at the time stamp on the story to see when it was last updated. What’s your
favorite spider? Well, one wouldn’t think to grab a flashlight, go outside and flip on the bright light and shine it on a garden spider, but that’s exactly what spider enthusiasts are doing for a new, amazing discovery. The
rusty garden spider may be an incredibly simple looking creature and despite its size — it can stand about 3 inches tall — its role as one of the top predators in the world is amazing. Of course you’d think the top
predator would be eating the smaller predators, but a new study shows that it actually helps keep the leaf-eating insects in check. Jezon, a graduate student at Purdue University, was studying the garden spiders in her
study when she noticed something strange about one of them: It was acting very, well, dead. As she looked closer, she noticed the spider, “was actually eating the entire branch on which it was perched,” she said. “It
was chewing on the leaf, while another spider was hungrily pouncing on the smaller pieces.” Seemingly this was the perfect opportunity to collect some data. The researchers took x-ray pictures of the spiders, figuring
the images would show the full shape of the animal. But their conclusion? The spiders actually didn’t look like they were eating other spiders.
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